
An innovative technology allows us to divide the pack horizontally, creating 

two completely separated layers, with the possibility of packing together 

products with completely different needs. So moisture migration and different gas 

mixtures can be defined in each single layer, opening the opportunity to create 

meal assembly with enhanced quality or create two singles packs in one tray.
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✓	Two individually sealed products within the same tray both
 MAP protected

	 ✓	Overall pack weight reduction

	 ✓	Gas mixes can be varied for the two compartments

	 ✓	Eliminates the need of reclosability

✓	Perfect pack for promotional activity: buy one get one free
 can be done in the same pack saving one tray
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Ideal combination for snacks and ready to cook products

The pack can be used for the same product in both 
compartments, ideal for sliced meats, cheese, sausages, 
etc. where the remaining of the product can be left MAP 
protected. It eliminates the need of a reclosable pack and 
allows promotional activity at a marginal increase in 
packaging costs: just one extra film layer.
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Maintaining one portion protected in MAP

Reduction up to 30% in pack weight

Having the possibility of placing two layers, 
the tray dimension can be greatly diminished 
allowing a major reduction in weight per kilo 
of product.

The bottom part can be divided into 
compartments to create a wide choice of 
meal recipes.
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